EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Planning Department used a variety of methods to distribute the survey to the San Jose neighborhood, including a mix of digital and in-person options provided in both English and Spanish. The San Jose neighborhood has 91 addresses, though that number includes 10 vacant lots.

The purpose of this initial survey was to gather concerns from San Jose residents for consideration in the neighborhood plan and to invite the residents to continue to participate throughout the process.

A total of 10 volunteers went door to door Aug. 24 and 26, 2020, to engage neighbors and leave door hangers. This included multiple people who could speak Spanish and Council Member Mary Calixtro, along with City staff and neighborhood residents. The door hangers were printed in English and Spanish and included links to the online survey and information on neighborhood plan. Together, the team reached 81 addresses over two days.

24 SURVEY RESPONSES

30% response rate (24 out of 81); Spanish-only responses came to 17 percent (four out of 24).

PHONE/TEXT

BEST WAY TO CONTACT

96% said they wanted to be contacted. Of those, most people (41%) prefer contact via phone/text. Email was the second top preferred means of contact (29%).

MAP OF SAN JOSE
In San Jose, we are most proud of...

- **Our traditional neighborhood**, because it has nice, supportive neighbors, is quiet and safe.
- **Our history**, because of its community leaders, businesses, and founding families.
- **Our neighborhood park and schools**.

Our top five concerns for our neighborhood are...

- Traffic and Parking
- Maintain Safety
- New Development and rehabilitation
- Noise
- Infrastructure and City services
In San Jose, we want our future generations to remember...

Hispanic heritage  culture  neighborhood
safety  history  families  people
religious and holiday events

In San Jose, we feel very safe.
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